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ABSTRACT 

A rotating wafer scanner was designed and developed in order to determine its 

operational feasibility and advantages over a linear wafer scanner. The scanner was first 

designed to operate at atmosphere. Each of its constituent parts were independently tested 

and when the final system was evaluated a 0.2 /xm detection limit was observed. The 

latter result prompted the design and development of a vacuum rotating wafer scanner. 

The data obtained during the design and evaluation of the constituent parts of the latter 

system showed that particle detection in a vacuum is feasible. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The use of lasers in many different applications has surpassed even the most optimistic 

predictions of industrial experts. From medicine to telecommunications, microelectronics, 

space and the military, lasers seem to cover almost every available field. Depending on 

their power they can be used to destroy, cure or detect in a faster and more accurate 

manner than ever before. The great impact of lasers in all of the above fields is not only 

due to their ability to produce light, but also due to their wave nature which allows us 

to manipulate them using the knowledge obtained in electromagnetic research. 

As mentioned above, one of the newer applications of lasers is their use in 

microelectronics. In this field they can either be used to trim ( with great accuracy ) 

values of resistors or capacitors on integrated circuits or to detect particles on wafer 

surfaces. The latter application is the focus of this thesis. 

Manual wafer scanning using a microscope was one of the very first methods used in 

detecting particulate contamination on a wafer surface. This provided a very efficient 
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means of feedback to the process engineers concerning the sources of contaminants, so 

that they could determine ways in which to eliminate them and increase yields. 

Unfortunately, even though our eyes and brain are far more powerful than any other 

detection system we could build, the increasing circuit integration and decreasing size of 

particles that could cause catastrophic damage rendered machines necessary. Automated 

detection systems became necessary since they could eliminate the tedious job of particle 

detection while at the same time do a better job than humans. Radin [1] points out that 

automated inspection systems detected 50 times more particles in the l-to-3 /xm size 

range than humans did, even though the latter had been told of this experiment, and thus 

were determined to perform better than the machine. Also, automated inspection systems 

eliminated operator to operator variations and allowed data to be consistently reproduced. 

As specified in reference [2], automated inspection systems were divided into on-line 

and off-line systems. The former are based on light scattering and are used for on-line 

process monitoring applications, while the latter are based on pattern matching and are 

mainly used for statistical quality control and engineering analysis. The system that will 

be described herein is designed to be an on-line system for unpatterned wafer scanning. 

It was this type of scanning that originally allowed industry to realize the significance of 

cleanroom environments in reducing wafer contamination and thus increasing integrated 

circuit yield. Patterned wafer scanning was developed following the development of bare 

wafer scanning [3]. This allowed process engineers to evaluate each process in isolation, 
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and reach the conclusion that vacuum processing isn't necessarily as clean as it was 

assumed. The above method of measuring the defect contribution of each process is 

termed "partitioning" [2]. 

Despite the fact that patterned wafer scanners are now available, bare wafer scanners are 

still widely used and are necessary for providing useful information concerning new 

environments and their effects. The design of such a scanning optical-mechanical system 

ultimately determines the resolution of the resulting instrument, with the system stability 

and control of the optical and stage motion being two very important parameters. One 

can either translate both light and wafer or fix the light and rotate/translate the wafer. 

The linear scanner, which can be seen in Fig. 1.1, is characterized by linear motion of 

the wafer bearing stage in a direction perpendicular to that of the scanning laser light. 

The scanning laser is obtained by deflecting the incident beam with a mirror, which is 

pivoted so that it can move about a specific axis. The latter part of the mechanical design 

is quite complex, while the actual motion of the stage is very simple to obtain. Contrary 

to the linear scanner, the rotary scanner of Fig. 1.2 is characterized by a circular motion 

of the wafer bearing stage and simultaneous translation, resulting in a helical scan of the 

wafer surface. This makes the mechanical design of the rotary scanner complex since the 

two motions need to be synchronized. Additionally, a method for introducing a vacuum 

to the wafer chuck had to be developed, so that the resulting force on the wafer would 

be large enough to prevent any radial motion of the latter. The elimination of this radial 
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motion is imperative since, if present, it would introduce inaccuracies in the 

determination of the particle positions. 

Thus, it would appear that a rotary scanner is more complex to develop than the linear 

scanner, while it does not really provide any advantages. This is not true. The moving 

mirror present in the linear scanner needs to be accurate to within 1 arc second [4], and 

physical limitations do not allow its motion to be such that the deflected laser would 

move in a perfect line. In other words wobble is introduced and the actual particle 

position and size detection becomes very difficult. In the case of the rotary scanner the 

laser optics are fixed . This allows for more accurate particle positioning and detection 

than in the case of the linear scanner. The latter is so significant that it makes the 

development of a rotary scanner profitable, despite the complex mechanics. The actual 

light collection system and scattered light detection circuit are similar in both systems. 

Linear wafer scanners are presently abundant, and even though rotary scanners are now 

available, they will only become the norm if industry is prepared to develop rotary 

scanners to their full potential. The result will be the detection of particles less than 

0.1 fim in diameter which are becoming a menace to submicron integrated circuits. 

In addition to rotary scanners, vacuum scanners will soon become a necessity. As 

Knollenberg [5] points out, molecular scattering can be greatly reduced, if the scan takes 
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place in a vacuum. This will allow increased laser light intensity at the wafer surface and 

thus increased scattered signal intensity, which in turn will increase detection sensitivity. 

Of course, the system developed by Knollenberg is based on a different principle than 

the one that will be described here. The latter technique is based on a totally integrated 

scatter collection system to avoid the sizing inaccuracies described by Locke and 

Donovan [6]; however, the molecular interference is still present. 

Finally, vacuum rotary scanners can be implemented in cluster tool environments, as 

sketched in Fig. 1.3, thus eliminating the need to bring the wafer in contact with 

atmospheric air before it can be scanned. The latter has been known to add particles to 

the wafer thus making the discrimination between particles added by the process and 

particles added in transport very difficult. Of course, a patterned wafer scanner would 

also be required. 

All the above effectively show how important the design and development of a rotary 

bare wafer scanner is to the future of wafer scanning, particle detection and process and 

yield enhancement. Chapter 2 will describe the design, development and evaluation of 

a rotary wafer scanner for atmospheric operation. The results obtained were encouraging 

enough to prompt the design of a vacuum rotary scanner, which will be described in 

Chapter 3. Finally, Chapter 4 will draw conclusions based on a comparison of the two 

designs and suggest areas for future development. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF AN ATMOSPHERIC 

ROTATING WAFER SCANNER 

Since the rotating wafer scanning approach to particle detection on a bare wafer was such 

a new concept ( there are only two such production instruments available today [7]) it 

was felt that the development of a rotating vacuum wafer scanner should proceed in two 

stages. In the first stage, an atmospheric rotating wafer scanner was developed and 

evaluated. A rotating vacuum wafer scanner was then developed using the results 

obtained from the atmospheric scanner. The atmospheric rotating wafer scanner will be 

described in the following chapter. 

The aim of this first stage assembly was to prove the feasibility of such a system by 

detecting 0.2 /zm particles and showing that it has the potential of reaching low particle 

detectivity (down to the 0.05 /zm range). 
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2.1. The System Design 

The design of the rotating wafer scanner proceeded by independently designing each part 

of the system and assuring operation according to design specifications. Once this stage 

was completed, the system was assembled and evaluated. 

The individual parts developed consisted of the design of the motion system, the design 

of the wafer support, the design of the light pulse detector and the optical design 

(incidence and collection ). 

2.1.1 The Design of the Motion System 

As described in Chapter 1, the motion consisted of translational motion and rotational 

motion. To obtain these, and simultaneously be able to control them via a PC-AT 

computer, a Compumotor stage and Pitman motor were selected, and a support structure 

was designed ( see Appendix C ). More precisely, a Model LE57-83-R12 Compumotor 

stage and controller were used in order to provide the linear motion. This stage was 

driven by a stepper motor which provided 25,000 steps per revolution. Each revolution 

moved the stage by 0.1 in. and thus the motion provided by each step was approximately 

0.1 nm [8]. This would allow very precise particle positioning in the radial direction. At 

the same time, the very small step size made the stepper motor look like a linear motor. 
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This allowed close interfacing with the 24VDC, SFS1000 Pitman motor which was used 

to provide the rotary motion. The linearity of the latter was investigated and is plotted 

in Fig. 2.1. As is obvious, the Pitman motor speed varies linearly with applied voltage. 

This would allow the change of the speed of rotation ( if needed ) by simply adjusting 

the voltage. Also, this motor was designed to provide extreme rigidity, a requirement in 

all optical scanners. Unfortunately, obtaining very accurate positioning ( i.e., high 

resolution ) along the tangential direction at a given radius was not as easy as in the 

radial direction. For a 4 inch wafer and a 2,000 cnts(counts)/revolution encoder the 

resolution is only: 

1 rev in cm / # cnts per rev = 2-irr-(cm/in)/2000 = 

2-ir-2-2.54/2000 = 0.016 cm = 160 nm 

This is much worse (i.e., double) for the case of an 8 inch wafer. Still, the highest count 

encoder that we could obtain, without having to build one, provided 2,000 cnts/rev. Thus 

we used a SUMTAK encoder. In order to obtain a 1 fim resolution in the tangential 

direction we would require: 

2-ir-2-2.54/y = 10^ cm =» y = 319,185 cnts/rev => y = 320,000 cnts/rev. 

This is really high, and a custom made encoder wheel would be very expensive to make. 
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The encoder would also have to be in a light tight enclosure so that the light used for the 

encoder would not interfere with that scattered off particles. 

Next, the required rotational speed and the choice between a variable and a fixed motor 

speed were investigated. A variable speed would vary linearly in r. Assuming a 

maximum rotational speed of 10,000 rpm and a radial sampling of 50 fim, the frequency 

of the pulses to be detected at the inner most revolution, i.e., 100 nm radius would be: 

(2-it-100/50)-10,000/60 = 2,100 kHz 

This is quite low, but is limited by the maximum rotational speed. If we now wanted 

to keep the sampling frequency constant, then, at the 4 in. radius the speed would be: 

2-jr4-2.54-104/50-(rps) = 2,100 kHz => rps = 0.16 

(rps = revolutions per second) 

The total time to scan a wafer would be of the order of: 

2 it'M00 annA . > sec = 3000 sec = 50 mm 
ft 50-2100 
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This would be unacceptable in a production environment, and thus this option was not 

investigated. As a result, a constant rotational speed of 1,000 rpm was used and the 

frequency of the incoming pulses would vary with radius. A rotational speed of 1,000 

rpm would allow for a total wafer scan of a 4 in. wafer in about 1 minute, which was 

reasonable, considering that a wafer processing step would take that long to complete. 

The final system arrangement is drawn in Fig. 2.2. The PC-AT computer is used to 

program the compumotor controller board and thus specify a trapezoidal motion profile 

for the linear stage. The same program ( see Appendix A ) is used to enter data in a 

HCTL-1000 microcontroller chip [9] on a Tencor designed controller board. Both boards 

produce a series of pulses ( PWM - pulse width modulated in the case of the Tencor 

board ), which after being buffered by Driver boards, drive the stage motor and Pitman 

rotor. This allows the synchronism of the two motions, since the rotor motion is limited 

in its response speed by the wafer chuck inertia and thus doesn't start moving until the 

linear stage receives its signal. This synchronism will be imperative in a production 

system since it will provide the means for accurate positioning of any detected particles; 

i.e., time elapsed from scan initiation will be correlated to a position on the wafer being 

scanned. 

The final point of consideration was wafer centering. In order to correctly determine the 

particle positions the scan should start at the wafer center. Unfortunately this task isn't 
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as trivial as it sounds and did not constitute a requirement for our purpose. As a result, 

centering was done visually. In a production version, laser scanning of the wafer edge, 

determination of difference between actual center and present center and repositioning 

would probably provide an efficient centering approach. 

2.1.1.1 The Design of the wafer support 

Since the wafer was to be rotated so fast, it was estimated that it would experience a 

significant amount of eccentricity. This would cause lateral motion and so the exact 

position of a detected particle wouldn't be accurate. To overcome this, a heavily 

grooved wafer chuck that was flat to within one thousandth of an in. was used to support 

the wafer. The vacuum introduced held the wafer fixed, but at the same time the wafer 

surface was deformed because it conformed to the grooves. Thus the vacuum value had 

to be reduced in order to try to keep the wafer surface flat, since otherwise the incident 

laser light would not be reflected in a vertical direction and thus would be collected and 

appear as background noise. 

2.1.2 The Design of the Light Pulse Detector 

The scattered light could be detected with a side-on photomultiplier tube (PMT), a p-i-n 

diode or an avalanche photodiode ( APD ). These three options will be considered here. 
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2.1.2.1 The PMT Option 

Photomultiplier tubes are the primary detectors used in commercial wafer scanning 

instruments. The are used because they have a very high gain and thus for a very small 

incident laser power ( order of pW ) a very large output ( O/P ) current can be obtained 

of the order of: 

Gain = 105 A/W 

100-1012 (W)-IO5 (A/W) = 100 x 10"7 A = 1 x 10"5 A = 10 /xA 

The above current can provide an acceptably large O/P voltage with use of a current to 

voltage converter circuit, without limiting the bandwidth of the response significantly 

( the latter being reduced mainly by the large feedback resistor ). Still, PMT's tend to 

be quite large and the smallest available side-on PMT would not fit under the Coblenz 

sphere (the system's collection mirror ). The Coblenz sphere had a diameter of 7.5 in. 

while the PMT itself was 4 in. long. Furthermore, the PMT diameter was too big, thus 

not allowing for positioning at the image point. For these reasons the PMT was not 

used. 
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2.1.2.2 The p-i-n Diode Design 

The p-i-n diode provided the cheapest means for detecting the scattered light. The diode 

originally used was a Hamamatsu S1723-06. The circuit diagram for the p-i-n preamp 

appears in Fig. 2.3. 

The circuit used an AD843 op-amp which has a unity gain bandwidth (B.W.) of 34 MHz 

and input ( I/P ) bias current of 0.6 nA. The large B.W. allowed for a large f/b 

( feedback) resistor without dropping below 200 kHz, which was the B.W. we required 

for a wafer rotating at 1,000 rpm since: 

d = lateral laser width = lateral minimum increment 

r = radius = 4-2.54 cm for an 8 in. wafer 

(2-T-r/d)-rps = (2-x-4-2.54/(50-104))-1000/60 = 212 kHz 

Note that most of the experiments were performed with 4 in. wafers and also the lateral 

increment above is 50 nm since the final optical beam was designed to be elliptical of 

length 150 /xm ( radially ) and width 50 nm (laterally ). The supply voltages used were 

+/- 12 V while the p-i-n diode was reverse biased to -12 V, via a protection resistor. 

Finally C6 and R1 limited the B.W. in order to limit high frequency noise. 
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Fig. 2.3. p-i-n preamp circuit 
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The laser used was a 2 mW He-Ne laser ( at 632.8 nm ) and thus all the detection circuit 

testing was performed using a pulsed light source whose O/P was directed to the detector 

via a fiber-optic cable. Both the source O/P and pulse frequency were adjustable. As 

a result, the frequency response of the circuit was verified to be 160 kHz 

( -3 dB point). In order to adjust the I/P signal to a value similar to the one we would 

have to detect, the amount of power obtained due to light scattered off a particle had to 

be determined. The original level was set at 2 nW, but later lower levels were attempted. 

More specifically, since our diode response was 0.35 A/W at the incident light 

wavelength, and the laser power scattered off a 0.2 /xm particle would be: 

P(0.2 /xm) = 10'7( W//*m2 )-0.008 /xm2 = 800 pW 

The O/P current would be: 

I = Power-(Solid angle)-(Collection efficiency)-Gain => 

1(0.2 /xm) = 8-10 '°-(l /2)-(0.7)-0.35(A/W) = 

= 9.8-10-" A = 98 pA 

This current is very low and thus both the diode noise and circuit noise would have been 

of comparable values. In order to observe this signal, a 1 Mohm f/b resistor was used 

which would provide us with: 

V™, = 98-lO 'MO6 = 98-10"6 V 
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The above value isn't detectable on an oscilloscope screen. Unfortunately, the 

Rl = l MOhm and Cl = l pf combination formed a cut-off frequency at 160 kHz and 

since the stray capacitance was of the same order as above, the f/b resistance couldn't 

be increased any further without limiting the detection B.W. To overcome this, a post-

amplifier circuit was designed with a gain of 20 dB. The amplifier used was a B.B. 

( Burr-Brown ) OPA2111 whose B.W. is 3 MHZ i.e., 300 kHz with a xlO gain circuit. 

See Fig. 2.4. Note that 100 Ohms was used as the I/P resistance so that the coaxial 

cable joining the 2 stages would be fairly well matched ( 50 Ohms didn't produce a 

significant difference ). 

Due to the presence of the p-i-n diode dark current [10], that was amplified by the pre-

amp and post-amp, a fairly big d.c. offset was observed. It was attempted to eliminate 

this in order to be able to detect background haze ( Si surface flatness ) by observing the 

d.c. signal obtained for each wafer. Due to the latter, d.c. filtering from the preamp to 

the postamp could not be used and thus the d.c. offset had to be compensated for ( see 

d.c. offset adjust circuit designed for the APD case ). 

The final stage was a comparison of p-i-n diodes, with respect to noise immunity and 

signal detection. With an I/P signal of 7 nW the responses noted in Table 2.1 were 

observed. 
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Table 2.1. Noise and signal values of three p-i-n detectors with a 7 nW I/P 

Signal/noise Noise 

mV p-p 

signal 

mV 0-p 

S1723-06 (Hamamatsu) 2.5/1 59 75 

S1722-02 (Hamamatsu) 4.5/1 25 55 

Hamamatsu Custom 

Design 

1.5/1 109 75 

From the above, it was obvious that detector S1722-02 had the best response. Note that 

the noise was significantly reduced. The main reason for this was that the diode 

capacitance in the S1722-02 is only 10 pf versus the S1723-06 whose capacitance is 

70 pf [10]. This capacitance in combination with the f/b resistor limits the noise B.W. 

as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. The plot shown is not specific to this circuit but a general 

response of a p-i-n current to voltage converter [11]. 
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Thus as Cd decreases the noise B. W. decreases while the gain which is: 

Gain = 1 + CiCF also decreases as Cd decreases. 
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The effect of the detector lead length was also investigated and found to be very 

significant and also not effectively eliminated by simple shielding. For the same IIP 

signal as above ( i.e. , 7 nW ) the data listed in Table 2.2 was obtained, when leads 

three times as long as the original ones were used. 
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Table 2.2. Lead length effect on p-i-n detector performance 

Signal/noise Noise Signal 

S1722-02(Haraamatsu) l/l(from 4.5/1) 82 mV pk-pk 46 mV Gnd-pk 

An N.D. 1 ( Neutral Density with xlO attenuation ) filter was subsequently used in order 

to determine the minimum detectable signal and this was found to be 1 nW. 

2.1.2.3 The APD Design 

Since the minimum signal detected using the p-i-n design wasn't low enough to guarantee 

detection of a 0.2 /xm particle, the avalanche photodiode ( APD ) was tested. The main 

advantage over the p-i-n diode was the increased gain. Unfortunately, this came at the 

expense of a noisier response and higher dark current. The APD used was one provided 

by RCA. It had an area of 25 mm2, with a dark current of 160 nA ( very large ) and a 

responsivity of 13 A/W at an operating voltage ( reverse bias ) of 333 V [12]. The 

breakdown voltage was specified to be 440 V and was verified to be such. Still, the 

A.P.D was operated at 390-400 V since the response was linear in this region. It should 

also be noted that this APD had a better quantum efficiency than the PMT, something 
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significant at low signal levels, while its responsivity was approximately 50 times larger 

than that of the p-i-n diode, thus providing a larger current for the same I/P signal. This 

allowed the use of a smaller f/b resistor which reduced thermal noise and offset the 

disadvantage of a noisier response. 

Based on the above differences and the data that we had obtained with the p-i-n diode, 

the pre-amp of Fig. 2.6 was designed. The circuit operated in a similar fashion to the 

p-i-n circuit except that now a 200 kOhm protection resistor was in series with the diode 

and a protection diode appeared before the op-amp. Also the f/b capacitance was larger 

to eliminate ringing. Finally the f/b resistor was reduced to 100 kOhm from 1 MOhm, 

which reduced the thermal noise by a factor of 20. For an I/P signal of 9 nW and a 

1.5% N.D. filter, i.e., a final signal of 135 pW the O/P characteristics can be seen in 

Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3. O/P characteristics of the APD with a 135 pW I/P 

Signal Noise Signal/Noise 

3 mV 0-p 1.2 mV p-p 5/1 
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Compared to the noise terms in tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 we see that we obtained a 

significant noise reduction by using the APD and thus a superior signal to noise ratio. 

Still, since the f/b resistor was reduced, the O/P signal was reduced and thus a xlOO 

( 40 dB ) postamp was designed in order to observe the signal on the oscilloscope 

( CRO ). Later a positive d.c. offset was introduced in order to compensate for the 

negative d.c. offset produced by the APD dark current. The final circuit appears in Fig. 

2.7. The d.c. offset parameters measured due to the dark current are listed in Table 

2.4. 

Table 2.4. d.c. offset introduced by the APD 

d.c. Offset 

Voltage -18 mV 

Current -180 nA 

Voltage offset adjust 

circuit 18.2 mV 

The performance of the detector was evaluated using a 100 nW I/P signal and an NG-9, 

N.D. 3 filter (reduction of 477:1) and an NG-3, N.D. 1 filter (reduction of 7.3:1). The 

data obtained appears in Table 2.5. 
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Table 2.5. APD preamp response with no d.c. offset adjust 

I/P 
( hW) 

N.D. 1 N.D. 3 Signal O/P 
( mV 0-p) 

Noise 
( mV p-p) 

Signal/Noise d.c. Offset 
( V )  

100 not present present 94 61 3:1 + 1.78 

100 present present 34 60 1.2:1 + 1.82 

Table 2.6. APD pre and postamp response with offset adjust 

I/P 
( n W )  

N.D. 1 N.D. 3 Signal O/P 
(after postamp) 

Noise 
(mV p-p) 

Signal/Noise d.c. Offset 
( m V )  

100 not present present 51 mV 0-p 40 2.5:1 +74 

100 present not present 3.3 V 0-p 36 200:1 +52 

100 present present 18 mV 0-p 35 1:1 +67 

VO 
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The minimum signal in table 2.5 is : 

100 nW/(7.3-477) = 0.0287 nW or 28.7 pW 

Finally the d.c. offset was determined as a function of the reverse voltage and the 

overall effect of the compensation was observed. The dependence of the offset on the 

reverse bias voltage is due to the dependence of the dark current on the reverse bias 

voltage and can be seen in Table 2.7 while the detector response when the d.c. offset 

adjust circuit is taken into account, can be seen in Table 2.6. 

The 70 mV O/P offset seen in Table 2.6 implies an offset voltage after stage 1 of only 

70/100 = 0.7 mV = 700 nV, which is very small, i.e., the offset adjustment was 

successful. 

The above results and the fact that the APD printed circuit board was smaller that the 

p-i-n board prompted our decision to use the APD circuit as our final detector. Its size 

made its mounting under the collection optics feasible, while the position of the APD 

could be adjusted so that it was positioned at the focal point. 
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Table 2.7. Dependance of d.c. offset ( dark current) on reverse bias voltage 

d.c. Offset Reverse bias voltage 

( m V )  ( V d.c. ) 

-6.6 0 

-12.1 100 

-14.7 200 

-17 300 

-17.8 390 

2.1.3 The Optical Design 

The system's optics were designed to yield an elliptical laser spot on the wafer surface, 

of width ( minor diameter ) 50 pm and length ( major diameter ) 150 /urn. The aspect 

ratio was to be 3:1 and would allow for some overlap of the laser beam (ie 50 /xm ) as 

the wafer was divided radially into 100 nm pixels. Tangentially, the 50 fim width would 

provide sufficient particle discrimination resolution. 
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2.1.3.1 Theoritical Background 

Before proceeding with the actual design description, it is necessary to present some 

useful information concerning the detection of particles using a laser beam. 

The amount of light scattered off a particle depends both on the wavelength of the 

incident light and the particle size. Since the laser used was a He-Ne laser operating at 

632.8 nm, only this wavelenth was considered. Based on the latter being fixed, particle 

light scattering can be separated into three regimes according to the particle size : 

> 3 nm, 3 - 0.3 ixm, < 0.3 /xm. 

In the first regime, particle scattering cross section is equal to twice the particle 

geometrical cross section ( scattering cross section = scattered light intensity / incident 

light intensity ). The reason for the geometrical cross section doubling is that the 

difracted light is equal to the sum of the reflected, refracted and absorbed light. Thus, 

the effect of reflection, refraction and absorption due to the geometrical cross sectional 

area alone is doubled when diffraction is added. 

In the second regime, called Mie scattering, the particle size is comparable to the 

wavelength of the incident light. Here, Maxwell's equations can be solved for a sphere 
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suspended in free space and the scattering cross section can be shown to vary periodically 

with sphere size. More precisely, the scattering cross section reaches a minimum when 

the sphere diameter and illuminating wavelength are approximately equal. 

Finally, particles much smaller than the incident light wavelength enter the third regime, 

i.e., Rayleigh scattering. In this regime, the light scattering cross section drops rapidly 

with decreasing particle size. 

At this point is should be noted that in all particle light scattering cases, the amount of 

forward scatter ( i.e. in the direction of the incident light ) is of far greater magnitude 

than that of back scatter. This effect tends to become less pronounced as the particle size 

decreases and the scattering enters the Rayleigh regime. See Fig. 2.8. 

The above description is directly applicable to suspended particles, but ,unfortunately, 

particles on surfaces are more cumbersome to deal with. The reason is that now the 

forward scattered light is interacting with the surface. In the case of a polished bare Si 

wafer ( highly reflective surface ), one can assume that all the forward scattered light is 

reflected [14], and thus the light collected is really the sum of forward and back scattered 

light. In reality though, detailed solutions of Maxwell's equations, at the interface, can 

yield the exact amount of light coming off the wafer surface when a particle is present 

[15]. 
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The Mie and Rayleigh scattering regimes are the ones of most interest to the 

semiconductor industry today since the particle sizes they incorporate are most difficult 

to get rid of and can still cause catastrophic failures of integrated circuits. Thus, curve 

fits to experimentally obtained data for Mie and Rayleigh scattering have been developed 

[16]. These are: 

C = scattering cross section 

d = particle diameter 

Mie scattering : d > 0.4 fim , C = 0.3-(d/0.4)1,24 ( 2.1 ) 

Rayleigh scattering : d < 0.4 /*m , C = 0.3-(d/0.4)5 ( 2.2 ) 

Fig. 2.9 shows the decrease in cross section as the particle size decreases based on the 

above equations. The scattering cross section is directly related to the amount of scattered 

light and thus Fig. 2.9 gives a good indication of the signal reduction with decreasing 

particle size. Finally, equations 2.1 and 2.2 are derived for real particles. That is, 

particles that are not perfectly spherical like Latex spheres. The latter do not show a 

monotonic response but instead have minima and maxima [14]. Realistic particles are 

obtained by heating the Latex spheres and thus deforming them. 
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2.1.3.2 The Optical Setup 

The laser used was a 2 mW He-Ne laser operating at 632.8 nm, as mentioned above. 

Measurement of the actual output power of the laser resulted in a value of 2.1 mW. This 

laser was mounted on an Aluminum ( A1 ) jig plate and was incident off-axis on a 

spherical mirror, at 45°, in order to obtain the elliptically shaped spot that we required 

for scanning. A drawing of this structure appears in Fig. 2.10. The formed elliptical 

spot was then directed through a 300 /zm diameter pin-hole and through a lens that could 

be moved in order to focus the spot onto the wafer. The pin-hole could also 
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be moved so that it could be positioned so as to eliminate most of the spherical 

aberrations introduced by the mirror. 

The collection system used was a Coblenz sphere. This is a hemisphere made out of 

plastic and internally coated with Al, which provides the reflective surface. An off-axis 

hole allows for the incident beam to enter and causes the image of the signal scattered 

off a particle on a wafer to appear at a point diametrically offset (in 3-D space) from the 

point of incidence. A thin plate (0.093 in.) was used as a support for the Coblenz and 

detection circuit ( see Appendix C ) and had a hole vertically under the Coblenz hole, 

0.75 in. in diameter. This diameter allowed a N.A. ( numerical aperture ) of 

approximately 0.8 when the wafer distance from the bottom of the support plate was 

0.096 in., i.e.: 

r = 0.75/2 = 0.375 in. = support plate hole radius 

D = distance of wafer from support plate bottom = 0.096 

t = support plate thickness = 0.093 

tan^ = r/(D+t) = 0.375/(0.096 + 0.093) = 1.984 =» <p = 63.25° 

=> N.A. = sin<«> = 0.82 

Finally the jig plate and support plate were mounted on 1-inch-diameter Al rods forming 

the support structure of Fig. 2.11. The laser spot size was also measured and found to 

be 61 fim by 198 pm i.e. a bit bigger than expected. 



Fig. 2.11. The atmospheric rotary wafer scanner setup 
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2.2. System Evaluation 

Before the final evaluation of the system, the exact position of the image obtained from 

the scattered light had to be determined. This was done by forming a replica of the base 

plate (on which the Coblenz and detection circuit could be placed) out of plexiglass. The 

latter allowed observation from beneath and thus by mounting a piece of semi-transparent 

plastic on a screw, we could observe the change in the image and try to determine at 

which height the image was focused best ( for this experiment the reverse of the wafer 

was used as the light scattering surface ). The imaging point was found to be 0.42 in. 

from the base plate and 0.86 in. away from the scan hole center. Standoffs of 0.3 in. 

in length were used to position the APD at the correct height. With this final 

arrangement, the wafer distance from the base plate was 0.175 in. 

The optical performance of the system was first evaluated at a 390 V reverse bias. The 

voltage due to stray light was determined and is shown in Table 2.8. 

Table 2.8. O/P voltage of detection circuit due to stray light 

O/P Voltage ( after postamp ) Lights 

28 mV off 

46 mV on 
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Thus the stray light offset was: 

46-28 = 18 mV 

Following the above measurement a particle infested wafer was rotated in order to obtain 

a signal, but a 16.6 Hz large background signal was also present. The spikes 

superimposed on the latter clearly demonstrated that the particles were being detected, 

but detection would become difficult as the particle size was reduced. The frequency of 

the background signal implied that it was based on a wafer revolution (1000 rpm = 16.6 

rps) and its magnitude was about 250 mV p-p. This was due to the lack of chuck 

flatness causing internal reflection of part of the retrospective ( i.e., 99.9% of the 

incident beam that is reflected by the wafer ) beam. To eliminate this, two steps were 

taken: 

a. The chuck was refitted to the shaft so that its variation in height was 

reduced to 0.002 in. ( from an original value of 0.018 in. ). An A1 

bushing and reaming of the shaft perpendicularly to the chuck made this 

possible. 

b. The entrance hole of the Coblenz sphere was widened from 0.3 in. to 0.75 

in. in order to avoid internal reflection . Of course this made the system 
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more prone to stray light noise. Thus a black box with a 0.5 in. hole was 

placed around the Coblenz sphere and a baffle was placed above the box 

hole in order to eliminate any further reflections of the retrospective 

beam. See Fig. 2.12. 

Iris diaphragm ( baffle) 

_Black ( \ Box 

Fig. 2.12. Modification of the collection 
system surroundings to limit 
stray light 

The 16.6 Hz background signal disappeared after the above steps were taken and the d.c. 

offset (mainly due to internal reflection) was limited as seen in Table 2.9. 
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Table 2.9. Effect of adjustments on the D.C. offset 

D.C. offset 
before adjustment 

D.C. offset after 
adjustment 

Wafer 1 -385 mV -42.6 mV 

Wafer 2 -570 mV -44 mV 

Once the d.c. signal was greatly reduced and background noise due to stray light too, 

particle pulses were observed. The data obtained with the APD reverse biased to 

400 V, appears in Table 2.10. 

Pictures of the 0.198 /*m and 0.212 pm pulses can be seen in Appendix E. 

Finally, the noise due to the optics was compared with that due to the electrical 

components. The results are listed in Table 2.11. 

Table 2.11. Electrical vs. Optical noise 

Optical Noise 66 mV p-p 

Electrical Noise 22 mV p-p 

These measurements were obtained by turning the laser ON and OFF accordingly. 



Table 2.10. Pulsed Voltage O/P for a range of detected particles 

Particle Size Pulse Magnitude After Preamp After Postamp d.c. Offset 

( )  ( m V )  ( m V )  

1.000 1000 • 

0.238 100 • 

0.212 10 • 

0.305 1500 • 

0.238 1000 • 

0.212 150 • 60 

0.198 100 • 60 
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From Table 2.11 we can conclude that the system was limited by optical noise. Still, if 

this could be reduced (better imaging and baffling would help) then it could become 

comparable to the electrical noise. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A 

VACUUM ROTATING WAFER SCANNER 

The results obtained during the evaluation of the atmospheric rotating wafer scanner were 

sufficient to prompt the investigation of a vacuum wafer scanner design. Since the 

instrument had to fit in a given vacuum chamber, a non-existing consideration in the case 

of the atmospheric scanner, the scanner had to be redesigned. In addition to the latter, 

all the stage supports, circuitry and optics had to be rebuilt and tested since the circuitry 

and optics already built weren't accessible or couldn't be moved to the University of 

Arizona. 

3.1. The System Design 

The system design proceeded in a parallel fashion to that of the atmospheric wafer 

scanner. Each individual part of the final system was independently designed, developed 

and tested. 
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More precisely, the overall design and development can be split into the vacuum system 

design, the motion system design, the detector circuit design, and the optical design. 

Each of these design and development stages are described below in detail. 

3.1.1 The Vacuum System Design 

In order to be able to evaluate the operation of the vacuum wafer scanner a vacuum 

chamber had to be located and modified so that it could be used in our particular 

application. For this purpose an obsolete evaporator system was salvaged. It consisted 

of a chamber with a 20-inch-diameter base plate, a metal bell jar, diffusion pump and 

controls, and deposition hardware. All unnecessary hardware was discarded. The 

diffusion pump would provide a source of system contamination which would be 

detrimental since we wouldn't know whether the wafer surface contaminants were there 

originally or were introduced by the pump. Thus a CTI cryogenics cryo pump was used 

instead. 

The remaining parts could be used effectively in our system after re-piping to 

accommodate the cryo pump. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the final version of the system. 
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Two pressure gauges were used in order to cover the whole range of pressures under 

which the system would operate. A thermocouple gauge was used for pressures above 

10^ Torr, while an ionization gauge was used for pressures below that point. The 

ultimate system pressure was limited by the outgassing of the two motors present. Both 

used lubricating oils that were not vacuum compatible. The reason for the latter is that 

both motors ( the translation stage and the rotor ) were built to operate at atmospheric 

pressures. They could be modified to operate in a vacuum environment but the latter 

option was too time consuming and expensive. In addition to the latter reason, the 

scanner was only going to be tested down to pressures of lfr5 Torr minimum thus making 

the application only high vacuum. 

Finally, in order to be able to connect power feedthroughs and a window required for 

the laser, the base plate had to be modified to incorporated five 2 3/4 in. conflat flanges. 

Appendix D shows all of the above modifications. 
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3.1.2 The Motion System Design 

The motion system comprised of the translation stage and the rotor just as in the 

atmospheric wafer scanner design. Unlike the latter though, no lock-in synchronization 

of the two motions was attempted. The rotor, which was a Pitman 24 VDC, SFS1000 

motor, due to its proven operating stability, was directly driven by a d.c. power supply. 

Fig. 2.1 was used in determining the actual voltage required to drive the rotor at a speed 

of 1000 rpm. The latter is approximately 7 V. This direct connection of the rotor to the 

d.c. power supply provided two additional degrees of freedom compared to the computer 

controlled approach. The first was the easy adjustment of the rotational speed by simply 

varying the applied voltage. In the previous case the velocity value would have to be 

altered in the actual software. The second, and most significant, degree of freedom 

referred to the duration of the rotation. In the original configuration shown in Fig. 2.2, 

the rotor was set in motion by specifying the distance to be travelled in encoder pulses. 

The controller board memory had a maximum limit of 8,000,000 pulses which provided 

for a 2 min. motion. After that point the program had to be rerun in order to reinitialize 

the register and allow for another 2 min. motion. With the configuration of Fig. 3.2, the 

rotor could be kept rotating indefinitely, thus allowing for better detection of the O/P 

signals obtained. 
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The motion stage used was a Daedal PC-400-1A stepper motor stage. It differed from 

the compumotor stage used in the atmospheric scanner design in two ways. The 

minimum increment that this stage could move by was 2 jxm [8] vs. 0.1 /xm in the case 

of the compumotor. This was a great disadvantage of this scanner since it limited the 

degree of radial resolution. For example, a 2 ^m particle could be totally missed if it 

happened to lie in the boundary of two successive increments. The latter effect was 

eliminated by making the laser beam 150 pcm long and providing for a 50 ^m overlap 

from one scanning radius to the next. The second difference was that the Daedal stage 

had a controller that could be manually driven or computer driven via an RS-232 bus. 

Since the manual drive would allow one to position the wafer wherever desired and then 

scan that area for as long as desired, it was preferred. It should be pointed out that our 

selection of a manually driven rotor and stage would not be options available in an 

instrument that was to be marketed. In that case, alternate, more complex software would 

be required in order to allow the user similar degrees of freedom while still incorporating 

computer control and lock-in synchronization of the two motions. 

3.1.3 The detector Circuit Design 

The variety of detectors and operational amplifiers available in the atmospheric wafer 

scanner design was unfortunately not present in the design of the vacuum wafer scanner. 

The knowledge obtained had to be used in order to purchase the APD and op-amps that 
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would best suit the purpose. 

Since the Hamamatsu p-i-n diodes proved to be very efficient, it was decided that a 

Hamamatsu S2384 APD should be able to provide us with the required response. The 

gain of this APD was now 45 A/W, but the effective area was reduced from 25 mm2 to 

only 7 mm2 . The main reason for the latter was that the cost of APD's increases 

almost directly proportionally to their size (i.e., a 7 mm2 APD costs $500 vs. $2,000 

for a 25 mm2 APD). The increased gain appears to offset the loss in area but 

unfortunately that is not quite the case since the Coblenz mirror cannot produce a very 

sharp image at the focal point, thus reducing the amount of collected light even more. 

For the operational amplifiers two AD711 chips were used. Their relatively small BW 

(3 MHz unity gain point) meant that some of the detected pulse's higher frequencies 

would be filtered out thus reducing their overall magnitude. Still, the very low noise 

characteristics of the op-amp made it the choice of preference. 

As mentioned earlier, two op-amps had to be used; one for the post-amp circuit and one 

for the pre-amp circuit. Since the APD wasn't immediately available, the post-amp 

circuit was initially designed. See Figure 3.3. The gain was set to be 40 dB (i.e., xlOO) 

and the amplifier used a 10 kOhm feedback resistance and a 100 Ohm series resistance. 

The relatively low resistance values helped keep the noise level low. The most 
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significant characteristic of this circuit, as well as any other op-amp circuit, was its 

frequency response especially since this could be detrimental for the signal detection. 

Thus it was measured using three different approaches. The first one was a manual 

change of the I/P frequency and determination of the circuit gain by comparing the I/P 

and O/P waveforms on a Digital Oscilloscope (DSO). The results obtained are illustrated 

in Figure 3.4 a). The cut-off frequency appears to be just below 100 kHz. The same 

measurement was then repeated using the HP 3577A HP Network Analyzer. This 

instrument swept the I/P frequency over a specified image and produced a plot of the 

circuit frequency response. See Figure 3.4 b). The cursor in the latter plot was 

positioned at the -3 dB point which is shown to be 103 kHz. Thus, a fairly good 

agreement of the two methods was obtained. Referring to section 2.1.3.2 of Chapter 2, 

we see that the signal frequency was 212 kHz for an 8-inch-diameter wafer and thus 

106 kHz for a 4-inch-diameter wafer. This meant that the circuit should have a gain of 

approximately 40 dB for the fundamental frequency while most of the higher order 

frequencies would be filtered out. Figure 3.5 shows the response of the circuit to a 5 

fxsec I/P pulse. Finally the post-amp circuit was simulated using MicroCap. The latter 

is an A.C. response, transient response and Fourier component analysis simulator. 

It is not as precise as other simulators such as SPICE, but it allowed the specification of 

the op-amp and circuit parameters and simulated the frequency response. Appendix B 

lists the results obtained. A 1 pf capacitor was added to the circuit in order to simulate 

the effect of stray capacitance. Still, it appears that this wasn't a very good 
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approximation since the predicted response had a -3 dB point somewhere in the region 

of 100 MHz. This in turn implied that the circuit stray capacitance must have been 

significant and shielding needed to be incorporated. Space constrictions didn't allow the 

latter, which wasn't rendered necessary since the response of the circuit was sufficiently 

good for the application. 

The above results helped predict the response of the pre-amp circuit. From Figure 3.6, 

it can be seen that a 100 kOhm feedback resistance is incorporated in parallel with a 

5 pf capacitor. This would imply a cutoff frequency of: 

Fcu«off = 1/(2-t-R-C) = 265 kHz 

Thus, the circuit frequency response would probably be limited by the stray capacitance 

as in the post-amp circuit. Unfortunately, the frequency response of this circuit could 

not be directly obtained or simulated because it was a current to voltage converter. 

Thus, a current probe would be required, but the latter could not be added to the circuit 

without significantly altering its layout. Thus, the circuit response was directly evaluated 

by simulating the signal pulse. 
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3.1.3.1 The Pre-amp Evaluation 

In order to simulate the I/P signal to the pre-amp, a pulsed laser source had to be 

obtained. Since the final system was going to use a 2 mW laser, the latter was used as 

the signal I/P. But this would provide a continuous I/P at a very high value. From pg. 

29 we see that the power scattered off a 0.2 fim particle is only 800 pW while for a 1 

/xm particle it is : 

Laser power per fim2 ~ 10"7 W/jum2 

Scattering cross section for 1 f im ~ 0.3-(d/0.4)124 = 0.943 f im2 

P( 1 nm ) « 10"7-0.943 = 94 nW 

I = P-Solid Angle-Collection Efficiency-Gain 

I( 1 /im ) = 94-10"9-0.5-0.1 -45(A/W) « 212 nA 

Rf/b = 105 Ohms 

« 212-10"9-10s « 21.2 mV 

It would thus appear that we should be able to detect a 1 ^m particle with the vacuum 

scanner. This was verified by using a laser chopper, the 2 mW laser and N.D. filters. 

See Fig. 3.7. Unfortunately, the maximum speed that the chopper could rotate at was 

only 1 kHz, which did not allow verification of the frequency limits of the circuit. It did 

provide some information concerning the lowest detectable signal, if the signal frequency 
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was 1 kHz, i.e. the speed of chuck rotation at 10 rpm. This is the speed at which the 

chuck would be rotating close to the wafer center, since the speed varies linearly with 

radius. The results of the evaluation of the pre-amp circuit are listed in Table 3.1. From 

these it can be seen that the APD O/P is highly sensitive to the reverse bias voltage 

value. The typical value for the latter was specified to be 150 V [10] and thus values 

over 160 V were not applied. Also, the table illustrates that the circuit response is almost 

flat with frequency at low frequency values. Finally, the detection threshold appears to 

be approximately 2 nW. This, when compared to the scattered light value calculated 

above for a 1 /xm particle, appears to be sufficient for our purposes, but it doesn't 

account for the solid angle and collection efficiency losses which would reduce the signal 

by a factor of 20. Thus the actual detection threshold is 40 nW which is close to our 

expectations. 

3.1.4 The Optical Design 

The optical setup differed from that of the atmospheric wafer scanner. The main reason 

for the latter was that the incident laser could not be positioned at an angle and the total 

optical path was limited in length by the size of the vacuum chamber. The resultant 

design incorporated two lenses, a spatial filter and two mirrors. See Fig. 3.8. The first 

lens had a 15 mm focal length and was used as a beam expander by placing the planar 

surface of the plano-concave lens away from the laser. Once the beam was 



Table 3.1. Dependance of detector circuit Signal/noise ratio on Frequency, Bias, I/P signal 

H Frequency Filters Bias I/P Signal Noise Signal/noise 

( H z )  ( V )  ( n W )  ( V  0 - p )  ( m V p - p )  

850 N D 1 +  N D 2  100 5000 1.6 1.5 2133.3:1 

980 N D 1 +  N D 2  100 5000 1.52 1.6 2026.7:1 

980 ND6 150 2.22 0.0048 1.5 6.4:1 

1000 N D 1 +  N D 2  150 5000 4.8 1.5 6400:1 

1000 ND6 160 2.22 0.006 1.6 8:1 

1000 N D 6 +  N D 1  160 0.444 0.008 1.5 1.1:1 
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expanded, a pinhole spatially filtered it to obtain a cleaner laser beam. The second lens 

was a plano-concave lens, with a 100 mm focal length, which was used in order to 

refocus the expanded beam. The latter then impinged on the planar mirror oriented at 45° 

and used to change its direction. The last mirror was spherical (radius of curvature of 4 

m) and caused the deformation of the incident round beam into an elliptical beam. The 

aspect ratio designed for was 3:1, with a minor axis of 50 fim and a major axis of 150 

Hm. The actual aspect ratio was expected to vary from the above value due to slight 

alteration of the travel path due to space constraints. 

3.1.4.1 The Collection System 

The collection optics were once more comprised of a Coblenz sphere which was made 

of plastic and was "Al" coated internally to provide a mirror surface. The fact that the 

sphere was plastic caused some deformation which was detected by gauging its 

circumference and finding that it was not exactly spherical (i.e., the radius varied over 

1 to 2 thousands of an inch ). This variation was fortunately not large enough to cause 

any major change in the evaluation of the position of the focal point. Fig. 3.9 shows a 

diagrammatic calculation of the focal point. In order to be able to collect as much light 

as possible, the wafer chuck needs to be positioned very close to the mirror support stage 
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so that the N.A. ( numerical aperture ) can be maximized. More precisely : 

tanv = 0.375/0.24 = 1.56 => <p = 68.2°=> sin^ = 0.928 = N.A. 

Then the lens law in combination with our knowledge of the actual position of the 

Coblenz hole can be used to determine the focal point since : 

o = object distance, i = image distance, f = focal length 

r = radius of curvature of coblenz = 3.7 in. 

d = distance of coblenz hole from coblenz center line = 0.5 in. 

f = mirror focal length = r/2 = 1.85 in. 

l/o + 1/i = 1/f (lens law ) 

o = r + 0.24 = 3.94 in. 

U 

1/3.94 + 1/i = 1/1.85 => i = 3.49 in. 

h; = r - i = 3.7 - 3.49 = 0.21 in. 

tan0 = 0.24/0.5 = 0.48 = 0.21/ds => d; » 0.44 in. 

Thus, the detector had to be placed 0.21 in. away from the support stage and 0.44 in. 

away from the Coblenz center plane in order to be able to collect the maximum amount 

of light scattered from a particle. 
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3.2 System Evaluation 

Successful testing of the mechanical and electrical ( detector ) parts of the system lead 

to the assembly and evaluation of the final vacuum scanner system. The testing of all 

constituent parts would have been complete if the vacuum system itself had been tested 

and the lowest attainable pressure had been determined. Unfortunately, the latter was 

rendered impossible due to a lack of pressure gauges, which arrived only after the optical 

alignment had started. The optical alignment would have been impeded by the bell jar 

and thus the vacuum evaluation was postponed. 

Before the performance evaluation could take place, the optical elements of fig. 3.8 had 

to be mounted and aligned to the incident laser. Then, the mirrors had to be mounted and 

aligned to the centre of the Coblenz support scanning hole. The final system developed 

is illustrated in fig. 3.10. 

The optics having been aligned, the focal point position had to be determined for the 

given setup. A plexiglass Coblenz support plate was made in order to assist in the 

location of the focal point. Unfortunately, the larger chuck ( 5 in. vs 3 in. in the 

atmospheric scanner case ) obstructed the view of the point of focus and the latter was 

assumed to be at the calculated position. The detector was thus positioned at a radial 

distance of 0.44 in. from the centre of the Coblenz support plate and 0.21 in. away from 
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it and was aligned to the centers of both the support plate and the scanning hole center. 

Scans of wafers with a variety of particles present, were then performed. No particles 

were detected due to a large, oscillatory background signal that was present. Its source 

was the reverse bias power supply. An attempt was made to eliminate this by increasing 

the RC time constant of the network preceding the APD. The reason was that the pole 

introduced by the network could be effecting the power supply operation. This solution 

being ineffective, a new power supply was used. Unfortunately, the latter suffered from 

voltage spikes, which, not being eliminated by the RC network, caused a circuit 

overload. The 200 kOhm protection resistor did eventually disable the circuit but the 

APD had already been significantly damaged and small signal detection became 

unreliable. 

Future work will entail replacement of the APD, scans of wafers with known particle 

sizes for system calibration, and manipulation of these O/P signals for user friendly 

presentation. 



CHAPTER 4 
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EPILOG 

4.1. Conclusions 

The data obtained after the evaluations in chapters 2 and 3 cannot be directly compared. 

One cannot definitely say whether the vacuum wafer scanner had any advantages over 

the atmopheric wafer scanner because the two designs were different. The parts 

incorporated, from the translation stages which had different resolutions, to the APD 

which had different gains and effective areas and the optics which were also different, 

were so unrelated that the data obtained couldn't be correlated. Never the less, the 

0.2 fim detection limit of the atmopheric wafer scanner shows the obvious advantages of 

a fixed optics scanner. With better design tolerances and a different collection system, 

the lower limit could actually be extended to reach sub 0.1 /xm detection. The vacuum 

scanner used the advantages of the atmospheric scanner but had a lot more difficulties 

incorporated. The rotor and stage motor weren't vacuum compatible and thus could not 

operate as efficiently as they were designed to. The laser entry window was not coated 

and thus reflections caused a second spot to appear next to the one of the main laser 

beam. This caused interference effects and effected the clarity of the incident laser. 

Finally, the constrictions of the vacuum chamber size affected both the optics and the 
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degree of wafer motion. All of the above and to a lower quality detection circuit ( due 

to cost limitations ) appeared to doom the performance of the system. 

4.2. Future Work 

As originally specified, the scanners designed showed that detection is feasible. The O/P 

signals were observed on an oscilloscope screen and differentiation between particle sizes 

was based on correlating the number of pulses obtained to the particle density on the 

wafer. All of the above can be executed more efficiently by performing some signal 

processing to isolate each pulse from its background and then determining its magnitude. 

Each pulse could then be related to a specific particle size and the latter could be 

positioned on the wafer surface by noting the time of its occurance. Further the data 

obtained could then be presented on a CRT for user friendly presentation. 

Before all of the above can become possible, further research and development is 

required in the following areas: syncronization of the translational and rotation motion 

so that resolution of a few tenths of a micron in particle positioning can be obtained; 

precise centering of the wafer; wafer holding so that no radial motion is allowed; 

development of vacuum compatible motors and stages; and incorporation of the system 

in a cluster tool environment. All of the above are not trivial problems but they could be 

overcome in a large scale development effort. 
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APPENDIX A : 

THE MOTION CONTROL SOFTWARE 



DECLARE SUB GETSTATUS (AXIS*, STATUS%) 
DECLARE SUB MOTRD (AXIS*, REGISTERS., DATAIN*) 
DECLARE SUB RESETPROC (AXIS%) 
DECLARE SUB SETGAIN (AXIS*, GAIN%) 
DECLARE SUB MTRWR (AXIS*, REGISTER*, VALUE*) 
DECLARE SUB SETPOLE (AXIS*, POLE%) 
DECLARE SUB SETZERO (AXIS*, ZERO*) 
DECLARE SUB SETTIMER (AXIS*, TIMERSET*) 
DECLARE SUB HOME (AXIS%) 
DECLARE SUB SETMODE (AXIS%, MODE%) 
DECLARE SUB SETTARPOS (AXIS*, TARPOS AS LONG) 
DECLARE SUB SETTARVEL (AXIS*, TARVEL AS LONG) 
DECLARE SUB SETTARACC (AXIS*, TARACC AS LONG) 
DECLARE SUB STARTMOTION (AXIS*) 
DECLARE SUB IDLE (AXIS*) 
DEFINT A-Z 
DIM TARPOS AS LONG 
DIM TARVEL AS LONG 
DIM TARACC AS LONG 
'PRINT "IN ORDER TO GET THE MOTOR RUNNING YOU'LL NEED TO 
'PRINT " - PLUG IN THE ENCODER (BLUE RIBBON)" 
'PRINT " - PLUG IN THE MOTOR (J5 NEXT TO ENCODER)" 
'PRINT " - PLUG IN THE SUPPLY TO THE BOARD (6 PIN SOCKET)" 
'PRINT " - PLUG IN THE POWER SUPPLY" 
'PRINT "NEXT YOU'LL BE PROMPTED FOR THE NUMBER OF ENCODER COUNTS. 

8000 COUNTS" 
'PRINT "ARE REQUIRED PER REVOLUTION, TO A MAXIMUM OF 8500000." 
100 : BOTOM* = &H220 
200 : PROGRAMCNTR* = &H5 
300 : STATUSRGSTR% = &H7 
400 : FLAGRGSTR* = &H0 
500 : TRAPEZOIDAL* = &H0 
600 : INTEGRALVEL* = &H5 
700 : MAXPOINTS* = 4000 
800 : AXIS* = 1 
900 : OUT &H22B, &H90 
1000 : FOR I = 1 TO 10000: 
1100 : OUT &H229, &HF 
1200 : FOR I = 1 TO 10000: 
1300 : OUT &H22A, &H9C 
1400 : FOR I = 1 TO 10000: 
1500 : OUT &H22A, &HBC 
1600 : FOR I = 1 TO 10000: 
1700 : TIMERSET* - 69 
1800 : POLE* = 119 
1900 : ZERO* = 230 
2000 : GAIN* = 2 
2100 : MODE* « 
2200 : TARPOS 

NEXT 

NEXT 

NEXT 

NEXT 

TRAPEZOIDAL 
• 0 



2250 : 'INPUT "ENTER THE TARGET VELOCITY :\ TARVEL 
2300 : TARVEL = 75 
2350 : 'INPUT "ENTER THE TARGET ACCELERATION TARACC 
2400 : TARACC = 20 
2500 : CALL RESETPROC(AXIS%) 
2550 : CALL GETSTATUS(AXIS%, STATUS%) 
2600 : CALL SETGAIN(AXIS%, GAIN%) 
2700 : CALL SETPOLE(AXIS%, POLE%) 
2800 : CALL SETZERO(AXIS%, ZERO%) 
2900 : CALL SETTIMER(AXIS%, TIMERSET%) 
3000 : CALL HOME(AXIS%) 
3010 : 'CALL MOTRD(AXIS%, &HC, POSITIONS) 
3020 : 'CALL MOTRD(AXIS%, &HD, P0SITI0N2%) 
3030 : 'CALL M0TRD(AXIS%, &HE, P0SITI0N3%) 
3060 : 'PRINT (POSITIONS + 256 * P0SITI0N2% + 65536 * P0SITI0N3%) 
3065 : 'CALL GETSTATUS(AXIS%, STATUS%) 
3070 : INPUT "ENTER DISTANCE (INT. ENCODER COUNTS-MAX=8000000) TARPOS 
3100 : 'TARP0S=6096000 
3200 : CALL SETMODE(AXIS%, MODE%) 
3300 : CALL SETTARPOS(AXIS%, TARPOS) 
3400 : CALL SETTARVEL(AXIS%, TARVEL) 
3500 : CALL SETTARACC(AXIS%, TARACC) 
3550 : CALL GETSTATUS(AXIS%, STATUS%) 
3600 : CALL STARTMOTION(AXIS%) 
3650 : CALL GETSTATUS(AXIS%, STATUS*) 
3660 : WHILE (STATUS* = 16): GOTO 3650: WEND 
3670 : 'CALL MOTRD(AXIS%, &H28, VEL): PRINT VEL 
3680 : 'CALL MOTRD(AXIS%, &H26, ACC1): CALL MOTRD(AXIS%, &H27, ACC2) 
3690 : 'PRINT (ACC1 + ACC2 * 16) 
3700 : 'CALL MOTRD(AXIS%, &H29, POSITIONS) 
3710 : 'CALL MOTRD(AXIS%, &H2A, P0SITI0N2%) 
3720 : 'CALL M0TRD(AXIS%, &H2B, P0SITI0N3%) 
3800 : 'PRINT (POSITIONS + 256 * P0SITI0N2% + 65536 * P0SITI0N3%) 
4000 : 'CALL GETSTATUS(AXIS%, STATUS%) 
10000 : ADDRESS% = &H300 
10200 : RESTART = &H40 
10300 : CONTROL = &H60 
10400 : READY - &H17 
10500 : HALT = &H64 
10600 : CMDRDY = &H70 
10700 : RECEIVED - &HE0 
10800 : ODBREADY = &H8 
10900 : IDBREADY = &H10 
11000 : FAIL = &H20 
11100 : OUT ADDRESS% + 1, (HALT) 
11200 : OUT ADDRESS% + 1, (CONTROL) 
11250 : 'BYTE = INP(ADDRESS% + 1) "THESE LINES CAN BE USED TO OVER-RIDE 
11260 : 'WHILE (BYTE AND &H20) « 0: GOTO 11250: WEND TIMEOUTS" 
11300 : FOR I = 1 TO 10000: NEXT 



11400 : OUT ADDRESS?. + 1, (RESTART) 
11500 : OUT ADDRESS* + 1, (CONTROL) 
11600 : FOR I = 1 TO 1000: NEXT 
11700 : CMDS = "MN A999.9 D750000 V0.657 G n 

11800 : FOR N = 1 TO LEN(CMD$) 
11900 : CHARS = MID$(CMD$, N, 1) 
12000 : GOSUB 13000 
12100 : NEXT N 
12200 : CHARS = CHR$(13): GOSUB 13000 
12300 : END 
13000 : BYTE = 0: TIMEOUT = 10000 
13100 : WHILE ((BYTE AND IDBREADY) = 0) AND TIMEOUT > 0 
13200 : BYTE = INP(ADDRESS% + 1) 
13300 : TIMEOUT = TIMEOUT - 1: WEND 
13400 : IF TIMEOUT <= 0 THEN PRINT "TIMEOUT DURING WRITE": BEEP: END 
13500 : OUT ADDRESS*, ASC(CHARS) 
13600 : OUT ADDRESS* + 1, (CMDRDY) 
13700 : BYTE = 255: TIMEOUT = 10000 
13800 : WHILE ((BYTE AND IDBREADY) <> &H10) AND TIMEOUT > 0 
13900 : BYTE = INP(ADDRESS% + 1) 
14000 : TIMEOUT = TIMEOUT - 1: WEND 
14100 : OUT ADDRESS% + 1, (CONTROL) 
14200 : IF TIMEOUT <= 0 THEN PRINT "TIMEOUT AFTER WRITE": BEEP: END 
14300 : RETURN 

DEFINT A-Z 
30600 : SUB GETSTATUS (AXIS%, STATUS*) 
30700 : SHARED STATUSRGSTR* 
30800 : CALL MOTRD(AXIS%, STATUSRGSTR*, STATUS*) 
END SUB 

15800 : SUB HOME (AXIS*) 
15900 : CALL IDLE(AXIS%) 
16000 : CALL MTRWR(AXIS%, 
16100 : CALL MTRWR(AXIS%, 
16200 : CALL MTRWR(AXIS%, 
16300 : END SUB 

15500 : SUB IDLE (AXIS*) 
15550 : SHARED PROGRAMCNTR* 
15600 : CALL MTRWR(AXIS%, PROGRAMCNTR*, &H1) 
15700 : END SUB 

&HC, 0) 
&HD, 0) 
&HE, 0) 



DEFINT A-Z 
30000 : SUB MOTRD (AXIS%, REGISTER?., DATAIN%) 
30100 : SHARED BOTOM?. 
30200 : AXS% = AXIS% * 2 + BOTOM?. 
30300 : OUT AXS%, (REGISTERS. OR 128) 
30400 : OUT AXS% +1,0 
30500 : DATAIN% = 1NP(AXS%) 
END SUB 

14400 : SUB MTRWR (AXIS*, REGISTER?., VALUE%) 
14450 : SHARED BOTOM?. 
14500 : AXS% = AXIS?. * 2 + BOTOM% 
14600 : OUT AXS%, REGISTERS. 
14700 : OUT AXS?. + 1, VALUE% 
14800 : END SUB 

14900 : SUB RESETPROC (AXIS%) 
14950 : SHARED PROGRAMCNTR?. 
15000 : CALL MTRWR(AXIS%, PROGRAMCNTR%, &H0) 
15100 : END SUB 

15200 : SUB SETGAIN (AXIS%, GAIN%) 
15300 : CALL HTRWR(AXIS%, &H22, GAIN%) 
15400 : END SUB 

17300 : SUB SETMODE (AXIS?., MD%) STATIC 
17350 : SHARED FLAGRGSTR?. 
17400 : MD% = MD% OR 8 
17500 : CALL MTRWR(AXIS%, FLAGRGSTR%, MD%) 
17600 : END SUB 

16400 : SUB SETPOLE (AXIS%, POLE%) 
16500 : CALL MTRWR(AXIS%, &H21, POLE%) 
16600 : END SUB 

18900 : SUB SETTARACC (AXIS%, TARACC AS LONG) 
19000 : BUFFER?. = ((TARACC AND &HFFFFFF00) / &H100) AND &HFF 
19100 : CALL MTRWR(AXIS%, &H27, BUFFER?.) 
19200 : BUFFER?. = TARACC AND &HFF 
19300 : CALL MTRWR(AXIS%, &H26, BUFFER?.) 
19400 : END SUB 
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17700 : SUB SETTARPOS (AXIS*, TARPOS AS LONG) 
17800 : BUFFER% = ((TARPOS AND &HFFOOOO) / &H10000) AND &HFF 
17900 : CALL MTRWR(AXIS%, &H2B, BUFFER?.) 
18000 : BUFFER% = ((TARPOS AND &HFFFF00) / &H100) AND &HFF 
18100 : CALL MTRWR(AXIS%, &H2A, BUFFER*) 
18200 : BUFFER* = TARPOS AND &HFF 
18300 : CALL MTRWR(AXIS%, &H29, BUFFER%) 
18400 : END SUB 

18500 : SUB SETTARVEL (AXIS*, TARVEL AS LONG) 
18600 : BUFFER* = TARVEL AND &HFF 
18700 : CALL MTRWR(AXIS%, &H28, BUFFER?.) 
18800 : END SUB 

17000 : SUB SETTIMER (AXIS%, TIMERSET%) 
17100 : CALL MTRWR(AXIS%, &HF, TIMERSET%) 
17200 : END SUB 

16700 : SUB SETZERO (AXIS*, ZERO%) 
16800 : CALL MTRWR(AXIS%, &H20, ZERO*) 
16900 : END SUB 

19500 : SUB STARTMOTION (AXIS*) 
19550 : SHARED PROGRAMCNTR* 
19600 : CALL MTRWR(AXIS%, PROGRAMCNTR*, &H3) 
19700 : END SUB 
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APPENDIX B : 

RESULTS OF MICROCAP 

SIMULATION OF THE POST-AMP 

CIRCUIT 
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APPENDIX C : 

MECHANICAL DRAWINGS OF THE 

ATMOSPHERIC ROTATING WAFER 

SCANNER SUPPORT 

STRUCTURE 
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APPENDIX D : 

MECHANICAL DRAWINGS OF THE 

VACUUM ROTATING WAFER 

SCANNER SUPPORT 

STRUCTURE 
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for 1/4-20 on 9.5" dia. circle 
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3 holes: first 15° off, second 

120° to first, third 
100° to second 

TT 
I I 
I I 
I I. 
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I il I 
I n l 

J 11 L 
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© 

05' 

.tapped 
1/2-13 

tapped 
1/2-13 

Al 

top 8 bottom 
flat to ± O.OOOl" 

T 
2" 

1 
Base plate supports 

o -J 
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10" dia. 1 
through holes for 4-40 

(2 places) j 

0.4375" dia. 
\/through hole on 

I ' /\ 6"dia. circle at 30° 

through holes for 
1/4-20 (3 places) on 
9.5" dia. circle 
120° to second, the 
third at 100° (15° 
initial offset) 

0.09375,. 
0.825" 11 

100° 

0.75"dia. through hole 
on I dia circle 

cleoronce for 4-40 (through holes) 
on 755" dia. circle (2 places) 

0.093" sheet aluminum 
1 anodized black 

r 
Mirror plate 



3 pieces 

tapped holes 
(topand bottom) 
0.5" min. depth 
for 1/4-20 

11.847 

n 

Mirror plate supports 
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5" dia 

0.09375" 0.025" 

1_1 

0.0625- -

studs for wafer 
flat location 

0.2496 dia 

4.01'dia. 

Al 

'^3-48 tapped 
holes on 4.5" 
dia. circle 

surface needs to be flat 
± 0.0001" 

Wafer chuck 



4 parts Be-Cu 

0.75 
H 

•0.6 

Hoi" i 
T~ 

0.03125" 

through hole 
for 3-48 

\ 
i 

r 
0.05" to 0.07" 

0.1875 

Wafer holders 



2 pieces (Note that one is 4" wide and the other 3".) 

Al 

10 

1.5" 

W 
i 
0 

1 
i 

2" 

X 

4"—H 

clearance for 1/4-20 
(2 places) 
(same for both pieces) 

(3" for second piece with screw holes offset by l")  

\ 

0.25' 

Laser support parts 

To .5"for 
first 

J hole 



1 

4' 

I 0.65 -o4-

\ 

0.25"^" o 
/ 

/ 
45°l 

—o-

U \ / 
103" \ 60° / 

i -  1 . 4 " — - I  

/ 
center of radius 2" for 1/4-20 
clearance through holes 
(60° between holes) 

(2 pieces) spacers (Values in parenthes are for second spacer.) 

(0.75") 

Al 113 

assembled view 

3" 
(3") 

0.75" (0.75") 

clearance 
through 

holes for 
1/4-20 

(2 places) 

i 
0.5" 
(0.5") 

h 2" (2.5") H 
1" 

. as") ,j 
-o-J  

i 

0.5" 
(0.5") 

i 
i —o— I 
i 

top view 

side view front view 

Laser support 



1.3 dia. 
through hole 

.i 

threaded 
1/4-20 holes 

(0.5" depth) 
(2 places) 

through holes threaded 
for 1/4-20 

Laser mount 
threaded holes for 1/4-20 
(0.5" depth) (2 places) 



APPENDIX E : 

PICTURES OF THE ATMOSPHERIC 

SCANNER O/P'S FOR VARIOUS 

PARTICLE SIZES 



100 mV/div., 0.198 fim particles 

100 mV/div., 0.198 nm particles 
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0.212 pm particles 

4s hdtrtUa ?l*4v6 

iOtatf |, 300**1 

0.198 fim particles 
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